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Abstract—A measurement model for quantifying the intangible 
value of enterprise carbon management is proposed and 
established in this paper. We devise and formulate embedded 
management strategies of the assets for automobile enterprises, 
and develop a software agent-based system for simulating the 
evolution of the assets of automobile enterprises under three 
different scenarios. The results show that our measurement-
based simulation paradigm and method are effective in 
measuring and analyzing the assets and their evolutionary 
characteristics and laws. 
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I. INTRODUCTION

This article is based on the carbon emission rights as 
intangible assets proposed by Berkhout and Smith [1], the  
accounting treatment of carbon intangible assets by Gunther 
[2] and Lewandowski [3]. In addition to the carbon emission 
rights, this paper also examines the patent technology of 
emission reduction and energy saving, low carbon brand 
effect, advanced carbon management methods, the 
measurement principle of other carbon intangible assets, etc. 
In addition, intangible assets are essential to enterprise 
development in the new economy, and therefore, the 
mathematical model of measurement and analysis needs to 
be further established. In view of  the performance of carbon 
responsibilities enterprises need to evaluate effectively and 
predict the value contribution of carbon intangible assets [4-
7]. The key point is to integrate the intangible asset theory 
with the carbon emission reduction regulations, and to 
propose the interactive model that can depict the assets and 
effectively reflect the carbon management decisions, and 
thus help enterprises avoid the risk of carbon decision-
making and improve the precision of low carbon 
management for enterprises.

II. VALUE MEASUREMENT MODEL OF ENTERPRISE 

CARBON INTANGIBLE ASSETS

On the basis of Zeng and Li [8]’s work on enterprise 
carbon asset multi-agent simulation, this paper further 

defines and quantifies the intangible value created by 
enterprises carbon management, and probes into the laws and 
characteristics of interactive evolution across the assets.

A. Low carbon Technology

Through technological research and development, 
enterprises can acquire low carbon technologies with carbon 
emission reduction capabilities, which can be converted into 
various values, such as improvements on efficiency and 
technology transfer. The carbon emission reduction 
technology has the value attribute of carbon intangible assets 
[9], and the created value reflects the comprehensive 
competitiveness of the low carbon technologies of 
enterprises.
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where  stands for the industry carbon emission baseline of iM

the technology; denotes the comprehensive carbon iC
emission level of the technology; is the sales in  the Y
research period; is the overall carbon emission reduction tV
value of an enterprise's low carbon technologies; n stands for 
the number of enterprise low carbon technologies ;A  is the 
relevant parameter; rj shows the distance between the carbon 
intensity of the enterprise and the carbon emission rate 
corresponding to the average carbon intensity of the industry; 
Ej represents enterprise carbon emissions; and Q is the total 
carbon quota of the industry.

B. Carbon Sinks

Under the Kyoto Protocol, the verified carbon sinks 
developed by enterprise has the value to offset carbon 
emissions or trade. The development of carbon sinks is based 
on the actual needs of carbon emission reduction of 
enterprises, or the activity of developing carbon sinks with 
greater carbon transaction value through the use of market 
information. For example, enterprises develop carbon 
sequestration projects. The theoretical model of calculating 
carbon reserves is as follows [10]:
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where stands for the actual carbon accumulation of an ( )V t

individual tree species of year t; is the derivative of  ( )'q t ( )q t

representing the natural carbon accumulation of an 
individual tree species in year t; denotes the loss ratio of  W

carbon sequestration; and strands for the deforestation or LC

reduction rate. 
Based on its carbon sink strategy, an enterprise can 

decide on the scale that needs to be developed, in order to get 
the corresponding carbon sinks . The value of carbon ( )C t

sinks, , can be obtained by taking away the carbon sink cV

development and maintenance costs. 
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where N denotes the carbon sink development scale or area; 
M strands for the planting density per unit area;  D stands for 
the stem density of the carbon sink tree species;  Rt  denotes 
the biomass of tree trunk occupies the proportion of the 
biomass of the arbor layer; Ci is the carbon content of the 
carbon sink tree; Tc is the proportion of carbon in molecular 
weight of CO2; A, k and b are the corresponding parameters 
of the carbon sink tree, respectively; stands for the total cC

cost of developing carbon sinks; and p represents  the carbon 
trading market price.

C. Clean Production Level

Clean production audit is the legal requirement of 
national energy conservation and emission reduction. It is 
also the inevitable choice of low carbon development of 
enterprises. Each enterprise has its corresponding production 
functions, and the value of the acquired carbon assets can be 
obtained by the enterprise implementation of the audit. By 
using the FEEM-RICE model of Bosetti [11] to introduce the 
conversion coefficient of carbon intangible assets, the value 
model of carbon intangible assets of clean production level is 
given below:
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In Equation (4), denotes the carbon intangible asset pV

value of clean production level;  is the comprehensive A
technical level of production; stands for the factor of labor L

force; is the input element of the physical capital;AandA  K
stands for elasticity of labor output, and output elasticity of 
the physical capital, respectively; Ec denotes an value 
conversion coefficient of carbon intangible assets, represents 
the results of carbon emission reduction in the production 
and operation of enterprises, and can be described by the 
carbon emission reduction rate per unit product; Yi is the 
sales of  low carbon technology i; ei stands for the carbon 
emission intensity or carbon emission factor of low carbon 
technology i; ∆ei is the variable quantity of carbon emission 

intensity or carbon emission factor of low carbon technology 
i;  ai=Yi/Y stands for sales volume  with i low carbon 
technology accounted for the total sales volume; and ∆ai is 
an variable quantity compared to the reference time.

D. Carbon Value Chain System

On the basis of carbon value chain system, the enterprise 
can establish long-term cooperation to reduce emissions with 
retailers and suppliers, and improve the profits through low -
carbon products and thus realize Pareto improvements on 
emission reduction and value chain optimization. For 
instance, enterprises need to carry out material circulation or 
information flow in all aspects of business activities. 
Adopting more efficient circulation system can bring greater 
carbon emission reduction value. In order to facilitate the 
analysis, this paper will compare the low carbon products 
and traditional products developed by enterprises in 
improving of the carbon value chain system. And the created 
carbon profit space  is analyzed using the following lV

formula:
      (5)( ){ } ( ) ( ) ( )1    5l c t qV p p p R e e D R C R = − − − − ⋅ − 

where  is the market price of low carbon products;  is cp tp

the market price of traditional products;  is the allocation qe

of carbon quotas from the government;  is the demand ( )D R

function of enterprise low carbon products; and  ( )C R

represents the cost reduction function of the completed 
carbon emission reduction rate R of an enterprise.

E. Carbon footprint (carbon disclosure)

In the literature, scholars are mainly concerned with the 
correlation carbon disclosure for the enterprise value [12]. 
Through regression analysis, we can find out the factors that 
are relevant to the value and strengths of an enterprise. This 
lays a theoretic foundation to measure the intangible value of 
enterprise carbon disclosure:
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In Equation (6),  is the value contribution of carbon dV

disclosure (carbon footprint);  stands for the gross profit of T

enterprise products;  is the price of product k;  k
vp k

vc

represents the cost of product k;  denotes the sales of  kY

product k; is the carbon emission of the base period;  0E σ
represents the concomitant variable of enterprise carbon 
emissions, and reflects the increase and decrease of 
enterprise production scale; stands for the attenuation γ
coefficient of enterprise carbon emissions,;  is the length of t

time relative to base time, calculated by year;  is a 0
kY

constant, representing the sales of product k in base period; 
and  is the influence coefficient of  carbon emissions to δ
product sales.

F. Low Carbon Brand

From the perspective of enterprises, brand value is to 
create extra profits. In this paper, enterprise brand value is 
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calculated from the brand advantage of an enterprise. The 
low carbon brand extension [13] is also considered. Hence, 
the value of the carbon intangible assets of low carbon brand 

is obtained through the following formula.bV
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where  stands for enterprise unit product profit;  CP CAP

stands for average unit product profit of  an industry;  is CR

the average profit margin of industry unit product;  iω

represents the weight coefficient;  denotes the initial 0
im

value;  stands for the time constant of the dynamic iτ
elongation of the ith carbon intangible asset; and is the time t

span compared with baseline and is calculated in year.

III. LOW CARBON MANAGEMENT STRATEGY DESIGN

Carbon intangible assets are gradually formed and 
evolved under the complex management decisions of 
enterprises. In this process, there are interactive behaviors 
across carbon intangible assets which will be promoted, 
influenced or weakened. This paper provides a structural 
description [14] of the interactive mechanism of carbon 
intangible asset software agent, Agent, based on the value 
measurement model of the assets. The structure is presented 
below.
public class Carbon_ITA _Agent_component extends thread
A
  ......
  public void run[initialization]
  { 
   Carbon_ITA_AgentID=GetIDFromTurtles [Agent_i];  
   While[Time! = stop]
   {
    GetMessageFromGo_Buffer[Ask action strategies of Agent_i];       
    EvaluateMessage[ifelse Strategy_i meets the requirements

[Continue the strategy]
[Evaluation and adjustment of the strategy]];                 

    SendMessage[Agnet_i interacts with the interrelated agents];                   
    ModifyGo_Rule[setup];                  
    ModifyRule[Agents are based on the low-carbon strategy to achieve 
interactive evolution]A                    
    ModifyTime[The simulation period is 2001-2050];                     
        A
    A
    ......
A

IV. THE SIMULATION SYSTEM

A. Model Specification

This study adopts the Netlogo platform to build a 
simulation system, and fully implants the value contribution 
model of carbon intangible assets. On the basis of the 
interactive mechanism of the assets, the evolution results 
and trends of the assets are revealed and demonstrated in the 
implementation of an carbon management strategy, and 
hence provides low carbon decision support for managers. 
As shown in Fig. 1, diagram① is the simulation control 

interface; diagram② is the programming interface; ③ and 
④ are the 3d dynamic display interfaces of the simulation.

1 2

3 4

Figure 1. Netlogo model simulation interface of the evolution interaction 
of enterprise carbon intangible assets

B. Scenario Design

In order to analyze the development of carbon intangible 
asset as Agents from different perspectives, and to explore 
how they influence each other, this paper takes the 
automobile enterprises as simulation samples and sets the 
enterprise low carbon development into three initial 
scenarios: the inferior situation, medium situation and 
advantaged situation. The three scenarios distinguishing the 
enterprise state of low carbon development in reality require 
complex comparisons. For the purpose of simplicity, the 
enterprise comprehensive carbon emission level of low 
carbon technology is compared to the industry benchmark as 
the criterion to identify the simulation situations. In addition, 
in order to make the simulation results more comparable, the 
equal initial production and operation scale of the enterprise 
in three scenarios is set. The initial value of state variables is 
mainly derived from the enterprise research and literature. 
Some parameters need to be adjusted during the process of 
simulation, in order to coordinate with the development 
strategy of the carbon intangible asset. The data is listed 
Table 1.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The interaction evolution of the carbon intangible asset 
Agent is based on the corresponding decision variables. For 
example, the carbon intensity of each model in the 
simulation is calculated as follows:

                (8)( ) ( )
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In the formula, stands for the carbon intensity of the i ie

mode;  is the accommodation coefficient of sales Yk

volumeAWhen the sale rises, the coefficient is positive; when 
it decrease, the coefficient is negativeA; , ,  and  are ek ea eb ec

corresponding parameters. Other decision variables will be 
expanded in detail in subsequent studies.

The simulation started from 2001, and ran for 50 years. 
Through the simulation experiment, enterprise carbon 
intangible assets present their own overall evolution process, 
and shows distinct differences in each scenario. This reflects 
the development characteristics of enterprise carbon 
intangible assets under the corresponding management 
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strategies. In addition, the influence factors leading to the 
differences in the evolution of the assets as a whole or 
between individuals can be found by comparison. The results 
indicates that, as long as an enterprise practices low carbon 
development path, the value contribution of its carbon 
intangible assets will emerge to various degrees, no matter in 
which scenario.

TABLE I. THE INITIAL VALUE OF AUTOMOBILE ENTERPRISE IN THREE 
SCENARIOS

variable unit
inferior 
situation

medium 
situation

advantage
d situation

M 10,000t. 50

n
Low carbon 

vehicles
0 3 8

C 10,000t. 70 48 36

E 10,000t. 330 245 180

R — 0.003 0.01 0.02

Y 10,000 unit 120 160 220

P €/tCO2 11.6 11.6 11.6

N ha. 0 50 200

W — 2.3% 2.3% 2.3%

LC — 1.8% 1.8% 1.8%

e tCO2/unit 1.5 1.16 0.97

K 100 million € 250 330 450

A * 3600 5100 6800

L 10,000 people 3.2 3.0 2.6

pc €/unit 22000 35000 63000

pt €/unit 14000 23000 32000

Cq 10,000t. 260 240 180

σ t 0 20000 80000

CP €/unit 350 420 730

CAP €/unit 380

CR — 23% 23% 23%
Note: '-' is a dimensionless variable, '*' is a dimensionless experience value; The initial value 
is set by collecting the relevant information (For example, annual report, social 
responsibility/sustainability report) disclosed by multiple actual enterprises (For example, 
SAIC, MAZDA, BMW, etc)

In the inferior situation, due to immature low carbon 
development, the simulation results show that carbon 
evolution of intangible assets is not harmonious. It mainly 
takes carbon sinks as the way of carbon compliance. This is 
the embodiment of the imbalance of enterprise resource 
configuration, as shown in Fig. 2. Under the medium 
situation, the evolution of enterprise carbon intangible assets 
has a significant improvement over the inferior circumstance. 
Namely, it demonstrates more coordination across various 
carbon intangible assets. This can be seen from Fig. 3.

Enterprises in the advantaged situation own more 
advanced technologies and certain brand accumulation 
foundation. Therefore, the contribution value created by 
carbon intangible assets is more significant. Enterprises can 
allocate resources more scientifically and rationally, in order 
to accumulate the assets. The characteristics of enterprises 
overall evolution are more prominent in the advantaged 
situations. Although there is no accumulation of the 
development of the assets in the beginning, the improvement 
space is large. When the enterprise makes corresponding 
adjustments that meet the requirements of low carbon 

development strategy, the value contribution of carbon 
intangible asset Agents shows obvious emergent property in 
the evolution process. The low carbon technology,  low 
carbon brand and carbon value chain system are most 
prominent.  This is illustrated in Fig. 4.

Figure 2. The evolution of carbon intangible assets in the inferior 
situation

Figure 3. The evolution of carbon intangible assets in the medium 
situation

Figure 4. The evolution of carbon intangible assets in the advantaged 
situation

In the process of diffusion, advantaged enterprises can 
make profits from low carbon products and transfer low 
carbon technologies. The disadvantaged enterprises either 
pay the price to introduce low carbon technology to obtain 
the long-term development opportunities, or stay on the 
sidelines and may be eliminated. From Fig. 5, we can see 
that the simulation results of the three scenarios demonstrate 
the diffusion phenomenon of low carbon technologies. 
Enterprises under the inferior situation know their low 
carbon development level and understand that their low 
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carbon technologies do not have any advantages. They are 
faced with a great risk that the carbon intangible assets will 
not accumulate. They will lose the opportunity for further 
development, because the core assets, the emergence of low 
carbon technology and low carbon brand requires a much 
longer time to build up. Enterprises in advantaged and 
medium situations already take a leading role or have certain 
advantages to develop new energy automobiles. The 
simulation demonstrates the development trend between the 
two that advantaged enterprises choose to reduce the 
production of traditional fuel car models significantly faster 
and will be fully realized by 2025, and even a small number 
of conventional fuel car models are still just out of 
consideration for some consumers. Enterprises under the 
medium condition implement both strategies to maintain the 
full research and development of new energy vehicles, and 
slow down the production of traditional energy car models. 
This can avoid entering the new energy car market but losing 
sight of the conventional market. The simulation results 
suggest that enterprises in disadvantaged situation fail to 
launch new energy vehicles,  although some enterprises have 
been doing their best on research and development.  Their 
business still reply on the traditional fuel car models. 
However, the market space for the old models will be very 
limited in the future. The simulation results reflect well on 
the law to develop low carbon technologies for automobile 
enterprises in the three scenarios.  The strong one is going to 
be stronger.

Figure 5. Comparison of the evolution of traditional fuel car models with 
new energy models in the three scenarios

VI. CONCLUSION

The value model of the carbon intangible assets provides 
theoretical reference and foundation for automobile 
enterprises to make quantitative analysis of its low carbon 
advantages. This make it possible to accurately measure the 
assets obtained through the low carbon development. And 
thus help enterprises identity and investigate their advantages 
and disadvantages. Furthermore, the software agent 
simulation model for the dynamic evolution of carbon 
intangible asses based upon the value model and interactive 
mechanism can realistically support the low carbon 
development activity and help formulate management 
strategies for automobile enterprises. It can also assist with 

managers on analyzing and predicting the development laws 
and emergent properties of carbon intangible assets based 
upon historical and current data and information.
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